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________________________________________________________________________
Novices face many barriers when learning to program a computer, including the need to learn both a new syntax
and a model of computation. By constraining syntax and providing concrete visual representations on which to
operate, direct manipulation programming environments can potentially lower these barriers. However, what if
the ultimate learning goal of the novice is to be able to program in conventional textual languages, as is the case
for introductory computer science students? Can direct manipulation programming environments lower the
initial barriers to programming, and, at the same time, facilitate positive transfer to textual programming? To
address this question, we designed a new direct manipulation programming interface for novices, and conducted
an experimental study to compare the programming processes and outcomes promoted by the direct
manipulation interface against those promoted by a textual programming interface. We found that the direct
manipulation interface promoted significantly better initial programming outcomes, positive transfer to the
textual interface, and significant differences in programming processes. Our results show that direct
manipulation interfaces can provide novices with a “way in” to traditional textual programming.
Categories and Subject Descriptors: D.1.7 [Programming Techniques]: Visual Programming; H5.2
[Information Interfaces and Presentation]: User Interfaces - Interaction styles; Theory and methods; K.3.2
[Computing Milieux]: Computers and Education – Computer and Information Science Education
General Terms: Design, Experimentation, Human Factors, Languages
Additional Key Words and Phrases: direct manipulation, programming education, transfer of training, semantic
components analysis, video analysis

________________________________________________________________________
1. INTRODUCTION
Learning computer programming is a challenging task for many people. While
specialized end-user programming languages and environments are empowering
increasing numbers of computer users to engage in programming tasks [Scaffidi et al.
2005], computer science students, who aim to become professional programmers,
continue to struggle with programming, as evidenced by 30 to 40 percent attrition rates
commonly observed in early programming courses [Beaugouef and Mason 2005]. A key
question arises: Why do so many novices not succeed as computer programmers?
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Past research suggests a multitude of factors that may contribute to the high attrition
rates observed in programming courses, including (a) individual student differences (e.g.,
[Bergin et al. 2005]), (b) a lack of a sense of community (e,g.,[Besana and Dettori 2004]),
(c) inadequate pedagogical approaches (e.g., [Guzdial 2004]), and (d) inadequate novice
programming environments (e.g., [Dann et al. 2000]). We focus here on factor (d): the
possibility that the human-computer interface to novice programming environments is
deficient. An extensive line of research, comprehensively reviewed in [Guzdial 2004] and
[Kelleher and Pausch 2005], has attempted to lower the barriers to programming through
a variety of programming interface features, including visual representations of executing
code (e.g., [Ben-Bassat Levy et al. 2003]), drag-and-drop editing (e.g., [Birnbaum and
Goldman 2005]), programming by direct manipulation and gestures (e.g., [Smith et al.
1994]), and support for the declarative constructs that novices appear to use
independently of programming environments [Pane et al. 2002].
In conjunction with our development of an alternative “studio-based” pedagogical
approach to teaching novices how to program [Hundhausen and Brown 2008], we have
contributed to the above line of research through the development of a novice
programming environment called ALVIS LIVE! [Hundhausen and Brown 2005], which
supports both (a) up-to-the-keystroke syntactic and visual semantic feedback (a so-called
“live” editing model), and (b) an interface for generating object creation statements by
direct manipulation—that is, by using a set of tools to directly lay out and modify visual
representations of program variables and data structures in an animation window.
While a recent experimental study of the ALVIS LIVE! environment [Hundhausen
and Brown 2007] showed that its “live” editing model enables novices to program
significantly more accurately than they could without any programming environment at
all, we observed that study participants still struggled to develop correct programs. In
particular, in their attempts to write array iterative algorithms, many participants had
trouble constructing correct loops, and referencing array elements correctly within those
loops through the use of array indices. Consistent with past research [Soloway et al.
1983], we found that iterative constructs proved to be a key stumbling block for
participants in our study.
Given that study participants appeared to benefit from ALVIS LIVE!’s direct
manipulation interface for creating program objects, we posited that a direct manipulation
interface may also address the programming difficulties we observed in our study, as well
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as facilitate a smooth transition to textual programming. This led to the following three
research questions:
RQ1: Can a direct manipulation interface for programming iterative,
conditionals, and assignment statements in ALVIS LIVE! facilitate (a)
faster and more accurate programming, and (b) positive transfer to textual
programming?
RQ2: How might the programming processes promoted by such a direct
manipulation interface differ from those promoted by a conventional
textual programming interface?
RQ3: What might the design of such a direct manipulation interface look like?
In this article, we address these questions by presenting the design of a new direct
manipulation programming interface for the ALVIS LIVE! software, along with an
experimental evaluation and post-hoc video analysis that evaluate how the new interface
compares to a traditional textual interface. The new ALVIS LIVE! interface enables one
to write iterative, conditional, assignment, and arithmetic operations through a
combination of filling in dialog boxes and directly manipulating objects in ALVIS
LIVE!’s animation window. This new interface makes it possible for users to specify,
without having to type in any textual code, the kinds of single procedure, array iterative
algorithms that students typically explore in the first weeks of an introductory computer
programming course.
Given that users of novice programming environments must ultimately migrate to
conventional textual programming environments, a key objective of the direct
manipulation interface explored here is to facilitate positive transfer-of-training to textual
programming. Our concern for the issue of transfer separates the research presented here
from past efforts to develop direct manipulation environments for the sole purpose of
easing the programming task. As we shall see, in an experimental study, our new direct
manipulation interface promoted (a) significantly faster and more accurate initial
programming than the text-based ALVIS LIVE! interface, (b) positive transfer to textual
programming, and (c) programming processes that differed markedly from those
promoted by a textual programming interface.
The remainder of this article is organized as follows. After reviewing related work in
Section 2, we describe our new direct manipulation interface in Section 3. Section 4
presents the design and results of our experimental study, while Section 5 presents a
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detailed post-hoc video analysis of our study participants’ programming processes.
Finally, Section 6 outlines directions for future research.
2. RELATED WORK
The research presented here develops and experimentally evaluates the effectiveness
and transferability of a new direct manipulation programming interface for novices.
Below, we situate our research within the context of four lines of related work.
2.1 Direct Manipulation and Demonstrational Programming Interfaces
A large body of work, some of which is surveyed in [Cypher 1993], shares our
interest in transforming traditionally text-based programming tasks into tasks that can be
performed by direct manipulation and demonstration. For example, Burnett and Gottfried
[Burnett and Gottfried 1998] describe an extension to the Forms/3 spreadsheet
environment that allows users to program graphical objects by direct manipulation, rather
than by specifying formulas. Likewise, Stasko [1991] presents an environment in which
programmers can specify algorithm animations by direct manipulation, rather than by
writing complex C code.
To make programming more accessible to children who are first learning to program,
numerous novice programming environments have explored direct manipulation and
demonstrational techniques. For example, in Lego Mindstorms [LegoSystemsInc. 1998],
children can program robots by dragging iconic representations of commands from a
palette onto a workspace, where they can be wired together to create a program. In
Stagecast Creator [Smith, Cypher and Spohrer 1994], children specify simulations by
demonstrating graphical rewrite rules in a grid-based world. In Tinker [Lieberman 1993],
novices specify examples through a combination of textual programming and direct
manipulation of objects; with the user’s assistance, Tinker attempts to generalize the
examples into Lisp procedures.
2.2 Novice Programming Environments
More closely related to the direct manipulation programming interface explored here
is a family of novice programming environments used for teaching the imperative
programming paradigm commonly explored in undergraduate computer science courses.
Like ALVIS LIVE!, many of these environments generate visual representations of
program execution (e.g., [Ben-Bassat Levy, Ben-Ari and Uronen 2003; Dann, Cooper
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and Pausch 2000]). In addition, some of these environments enable the learner to specify
a program at least partly by direct manipulation. For example, ALICE [Dann, Cooper and
Pausch 2000] and JPie [Birnbaum and Goldman 2005] provide drag-and-drop code
editors that prevent syntax errors. In RAPTOR [Carlisle et al. 2005], the user writes
algorithms by laying out a flowchart by direct manipulation; however, the commands
within each element of the flowchart (e.g., conditional and assignment statements) must
still be specified textually.
2.3 Experimental Evaluations of Direct Manipulation Programming Interfaces
While numerous direct manipulation and demonstrational programming interfaces
have been developed, few have been subjected to experimental evaluation in order to
determine whether they actually ease the programming task. In one of the few such
evaluations, Burnett and Gottfried [1998] compared the speed and accuracy with which
users could construct graphics using (a) direct manipulation and (b) textual formulas
within the Forms/3 spreadsheet environment. Their results indicated that users could
perform programming tasks significantly faster and more accurately with the direct
manipulation interface.
In another study, Mudugno et al. [1997] compared the accuracy with which users
could create (by demonstration) and comprehend desktop file manipulation programs
written in a comic strip-based and text-based representational language. Participants were
able to construct significantly more accurate programs using the comic strip-based
language, and to better comprehend the comic strip-based programs they generated.
The experimental comparison presented here differs from these two evaluations in
two key respects. First, our study includes a detailed post-hoc analysis of participants’
programming processes, providing further insight into the impact of direct manipulation
interfaces for computer programming. Second, and more important, our study considers
not only programming performance, but also the extent to which programming in a direct
manipulation interface facilitates positive transfer-of-training to the kind of textual
programming interface that computer science students must ultimately use.
2.4 Studies of Programming Skill Transfer
While no prior empirical studies have specifically considered the issue of whether
direct manipulation programming environments facilitate transfer-of-training to textual
programming environments, there has been significant interest in the issue of transfer as
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it relates to computer programming. One line of work in this vein used computer
programming tasks as a basis for developing theories of cognitive skill transfer (e.g.,
[Pirolli and Recker 1994; Singley and Anderson 1989]). Another line of work,
comprehensively reviewed by Palumbo [1990], considered the transferability of
programming skill to general problem solving skill.
More closely related to the work presented here is a line of studies that explored the
transferability of skills gained in one programming language or environment to another
programming language or environment. For example, Scholtz and Wiedenbeck [1993;
1990] looked at whether skills gained with the Pascal programming language might
transfer to Ada and Icon.

They hypothesized that incongruities in the structure of

programming plans [Soloway et al. 1984]—sets of programming actions that achieve a
desired goal—would hinder transfer. Several of their predictions based upon this
hypothesis were substantiated empirically. They also found that study participants held
fragile knowledge [Perkins and Martin 1986] of their “native” language (Pascal) that
hampered transfer to the other two languages.
In a similar vein, in a semester-long field study within a computing course, Guzdial
et al. [1998] considered the transferability of skills gained in a novice programming
environment (GPCEditor) to a commercial programming environment (THINK Pascal).
Four of the fourteen participants voluntarily switched to THINK Pascal for later course
assignments. Guzdial et al. found that the programs that these participants produced in
THINK Pascal maintained the same level of quality as the programs that participants had
produced previously in GPCEditor, and that the participants preferred THINK Pascal’s
speed and less constraining environment.
3. NEW DIRECT MANIPULATION PROGRAMMING INTERFACE
We developed the new direct manipulation interface to ALVIS LIVE! (henceforth “the
new DM interface”) through an iterative, user-centered design process (see, e.g.,
[Norman and Draper 1986]) . Using the original ALVIS LIVE! as a starting point, we first
constructed a preliminary low fidelity prototype of the new DM interface. The prototype
consisted of a series of static screens that were created by doctoring screenshots of the
original ALVIS LIVE! environment. To test and refine the interface, we ran a “wizard of
oz” prototype study, for which we recruited 15 volunteers out of the fall, 2005 offering of
the introductory computer science course at Washington State University. The design
gradually evolved into its final form through five design iterations, each of which
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consisted of input from three to five participants. For a detailed account of the user-center
design process that led to our final design, see [Farley 2006].
Figure 1 presents an annotated screenshot of the new DM interface, which is identical
to the original ALVIS LIVE! interface [Hundhausen and Brown 2007], except that it
contains four new programming tools—“If,” “Iterate Loop,” “Set,” and “Math” (see
bottom of Toolbox in Figure 1). Just as in the original ALVIS LIVE!, users of the new
DM interface program in a compact pseudocode-like language called SALSA. They can
do so either by typing SALSA commands directly into the Script Window, or by using
the Toolbox Tools to specify commands by placing and directly manipulating objects in
the Animation Window. Through such direct manipulation, SALSA code is dynamically
inserted into the Script Window on the left.
As in the original ALVIS LIVE!, the focal point of the new DM interface is the green
Execution Arrow (see Figure 1), which marks the line of code that was most recently
executed, and that is currently being edited. On every keystroke or direct manipulation
action, that line of code is re-executed, and the graphics in the Animation Window are
dynamically updated to reflect that execution.
3.1 Sample Programming Session
To illustrate how the new DM interface works, we now step through a sample session in
which we use the new interface to code one of the three experimental study tasks—the
“Find Max” algorithm, which identifies the largest value in an array. The complete
SALSA implementation of the algorithm is depicted in Figure 1.
To code this algorithm, we must first create the algorithm objects. We need an array
named a1, a variable named maxSoFar, and an array index named i1. Each of these can
be created using the DM tools. For example, we can create the variable by clicking on
the Create Variable tool to activate it, and then clicking in the Animation Window. A
variable will appear at the cursor’s location. We can create the array in a similar fashion,
using the Create Array tool. To create the array index, the same process is followed, but
here we click on the array cell where we want the index to be positioned (the left-most
cell). We can modify object attributes, such as name or array size, by right clicking on
the object, which provides us with a properties window. As each object is created,
corresponding SALSA code appears in the Script Window.
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Figure 1. Annotated Snapshot of the New Direct Manipulation Interface to ALVIS LIVE!

Next, we need to populate the array with numbers. To do this, we first click on the
Populate tool, and then click on the array, and we see the array fill with integer values
(Figure 2a).
Having created all of the necessary program objects we are now in a position to make
use of the new direct manipulation tools to flesh out the algorithm. We first need to
construct a loop to iterate through the array. To do this, we select the Iterate Loop tool,
position the cursor on the i1 index, press the mouse down, and drag the i1 index to the
last array cell. When we release the button, a while loop skeleton appears in the Script
Window consisting of a while statement, an index increment statement, and an
endwhile statement (Figure 2b). A blank line is also created, and the caret is placed

here to indicate that the next line of code will be placed here (unless we move the caret
by clicking elsewhere in the Script Window).
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(a) Populating the array with values by direct manipulation

(b) Creating a while loop by direct manipulation

(c) Selecting left-hand side of if
statement

(d) Selecting a conditional operator

(e) Selecting right-hand side of
if statement

(f) Generation of if statement in Script Window

(g) Setting maxSoFar to a1[i1]
Figure 2. Snapshots from a Sample Session with the New ALVIS Live! Direct Manipulation Interface

In order to compare the array values to maxSoFar, we now need an if statement. We
first click on the If tool, and then click on the first cell of the array. An array component
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selection window appears with several possible interpretations of this gesture (Figure 2c);
we recognize a1[i1] as the correct left-hand side of our if statement, and click on it.
Next, we are prompted to select a conditional from the if conditional menu (Figure
2d), and we select “>.” The final window asks us to decide if the right-hand side of the
if statement should be a variable or a number (Figure 2e). Choosing “variable,” we use

the mouse to click on maxSoFar; our completed if statement appears in the text window
(Figure 2f). As with the while loop, if and endif lines appear, with a blank line in
between, on which the editing caret is now positioned.
Finally, we use the Set tool to generate a statement that assigns the current array value
to maxSoFar if the conditional test is true. We first select the Set tool, and then click on
maxSoFar—the variable to be set. We are asked if we want to set maxSoFar to a

variable or a number. We select “variable,” and use the mouse to click on an array cell.
As before, we are presented with a window that gives several possible interpretations of
our gesture. We choose the most general of these—a1[i1]—to complete our algorithm
(Figure 2g). As with the original ALVIS LIVE!, we can now explore the algorithm
further by using the Execution Controls to step through our code forwards and
backwards. As we do so, the execution arrow advances, and the Animation Window is
dynamically updated to reflect the execution results. We can also execute to any point in
the script simply by clicking on that line with the mouse.
4. EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION
To evaluate the new DM interface, we conducted an experimental study with two main
hypotheses:
H1: Participants who use the new ALVIS LIVE! DM interface will be able to
create algorithmic solutions significantly more quickly and accurately than
students who use a text-only version of ALVIS LIVE! in which code must be
typed in manually.
H2: Participants who use the new ALVIS LIVE! DM interface will benefit from a
complete transfer-of-training effect that will enable them to program in the
text-only version of ALVIS LIVE! with no loss of speed or accuracy, as
compared with their performance with the new DM interface.
To test these hypotheses, we conducted a between-subjects experimental study with
two conditions defined by programming interface: Text and Direct Manipulation (DM).
In the Text condition, participants used a text-only version of ALVIS LIVE! for all three
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experimental tasks. In this software version, the only way to program was by entering
textual SALSA code via the keyboard (the DM tools were disabled). In contrast, in the
DM condition, for the first two experimental tasks, participants used a version of ALVIS
LIVE! with the new DM interface presented in the previous section, but without the
ability to type in textual commands (text entry into the Script Window was turned off).
Hence, participants in the DM condition had to use the DM tools to program their
solutions to the first two tasks. For the third experimental task, participants in the DM
condition switched to the text-only version of the software, thus enabling us to consider a
transfer-of-training effect.
Programming outcomes were assessed according to two dependent measures—
semantic accuracy and time on task—that we will explain further in Section 4.4. In
addition, to ensure that participants in each condition were equally matched with respect
to general programming knowledge, we administered a multiple-choice pretest. A followup posttest, isomorphic to the pretest, was used to gauge any gains in programming
knowledge; however, our analysis of the pre-test and post-test scores failed to yield any
significant differences (we speculate that the study duration was not long enough for
programming knowledge differences to develop), and we will not consider it further here.
4.1 Participants
We recruited 34 students (29 male, 5 female; mean age 19.7) out of the spring, 2006
offering of CptS 121, the introductory computer science course at Washington State
University. Participants were recruited in the second week of the semester, before they
had received formal instruction on programming. Participants received course credit for
their participation.
4.2 Materials and Tasks
All participants worked on Pentium IV computers running the Windows XP operating
system. Equipped with mice and keyboards, the computers had 1 GB of RAM and either
a 15 or 18 inch LCD color display set to a resolution of 1024 × 768.
Prior to working on the programming tasks, participants in both conditions completed
an informationally-equivalent tutorial that introduced them to the software version they
would be using. The Text version of the tutorial introduced participants to each SALSA
command. Participants were given a sample of each command type, and asked to type
each command into the Script Editor, as well as to use the Execution Tools to execute
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their code. The DM version of the tutorial was identical, except that, instead of typing in
commands, participants were shown how to generate commands using the DM Tools.
Participants in both conditions completed three isomorphic programming tasks: Find
Max, Replace, and Count. In Find Max, participants were required to construct an
algorithm to locate and identify the largest value in an array. In Replace, participants
were required to construct an algorithm to find and replace array values smaller than 25.
In Count, participants had to write an algorithm to count the number of array values
larger than 50. These tasks were designed so that their solutions were semantically
isomorphic to each other. This allowed us to employ a universal grading system,
regardless of task.
In the DM condition, participants used the DM version of ALVIS LIVE! (see Section
3) for the first two tasks, and the text-only version of ALVIS LIVE! (identical to the DM
version, except that all of the DM Tools were removed) for the third task. In contrast,
participants in the Text condition used the text-only version of ALVIS LIVE! for all three
tasks.
We used Morae® Recorder [Techsmith Corp. 2007] to make lossless recordings of
participants’ screens as they worked on tasks. These recordings allowed us to recreate
participants’ work if needed and to gauge their time on task. They also and served as a
basis for the detailed post-hoc video analysis presented in Section 5.
4.3 Procedure
We used a background questionnaire to screen potential participants for prior
programming experience; students who self-reported any prior programming experience
were excluded from the study. The remaining students were randomly assigned to the two
conditions. In order to guard against task order effects, we fully counterbalanced the
order in which participants completed tasks within each condition. This meant that
roughly six study participants (three per condition) performed each of six possible task
orderings.
The experiment was conducted during three two-hour- and-50-minute sessions, each
with 10 to 12 participants. In each study session, participants first completed a 20-minute
pre-test of conceptual programming knowledge. They then worked through a 15-minute
tutorial specific to the software version they would initially use. Following the tutorial,
participants were asked to start their screen recording and to begin their first task.
Participants were instructed to complete each task as quickly as possible, without
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sacrificing accuracy, with the stipulation that each of the three tasks had to be completed
in less than 35 minutes. After 35 minutes, or whenever they finished, participants were
asked to save their work, stop their screen recording, and move on to the next task. After
completing the second task, DM participants were asked to complete the third task using
the “text-only” interface; however, they were not provided with a tutorial for that
interface. After finishing all three tasks, participants in both conditions completed a 20minute post-test of conceptual programming knowledge (isomorphic to the pre-test), and
then filled out an exit questionnaire.
4.4 Measuring the Dependent Variables
To measure time on task, we reviewed the screen recordings, noting the time at which
each participant started the task (i.e., when ALVIS screen became visible) and stopped
the task (i.e., when participants saved their work for the final time). To measure
programming accuracy, we identified the key semantic elements of a correct solution to
each task. Because our three tasks were isomorphic, each task solution consisted of the
same set of eight semantic components presented in Table I.
As can be seen from Table I, a semantic element mapped to a line or essential
property of a correct solution. A couple of comments are in order regarding these
components. First, whereas the ways in which components 1 through 5 manifested
themselves in code were identical across our three isomorphic study tasks, components 6
and 7 manifested themselves slightly differently across the three tasks, even though they
identify semantically equivalent operations. Second, while semantic component 8 may
appear unnecessary, it makes an important distinction in our grading system.

We

discovered that it was possible for a solution to get the first seven components correct,
Table I. Semantic Components of Correct Code Solutions

#
1

Semantic Component
Create Array

Typical Manifestation in SALSA Code

2
3
4
5
6

Populate Array
Create array index
Array index visits each cell
Loop terminates
Correct comparison

populate a1 with random ints between 1 and 100

7

Correct assignment

FindMax: set maxSoFar to a1[i1]
Replace: set a1[i1] to 0
Count: add 1 to count

8

Correct result

Algorithm achieves correct overall result

create array a1 with 6 cells

set i1 to index 0 of a1

Within while loop: add 1 to a1
while i1 < cells of a1…endwhile

FindMax: if ai[i1] > maxSoFar…endif
Replace: if a1[i1] <= 25…endif
Count: if a1[i1] >= 50…endif
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but not obtain the correct result, due to extra lines of code with deleterious effects.
Semantic Component 8 allowed us to distinguish between such solutions and those that
actually achieved the correct result.
We gave each solution a score of 0 to 8 based on its number of correct semantic
elements. Two independent graders achieved a level of agreement exceeding 99% on a
20 percent sample of the solutions. We thus concluded that the scoring system was
reliable, and a single grader scored the remaining solutions.
4.5 Results
Before analyzing our data, we verified that the two conditions were equally matched with
respect to prior programming ability. To do this, we used an independent samples t-test
with Wilks-Satterwhait correction (because we did not want to assume equal variances)
to test for a significant difference between the two conditions’ programming pretest
scores. The test showed that the Text and DM conditions did not vary significantly (df =
27, T = 0.61, p = 0.727). In addition, using normal probability plots, we confirmed that
our accuracy and time-on-task data were normally distributed. Finally, we noted the
following data anomalies:
•

The video recording of one DM participant’s task 3 session was missing. Thus,
that participant’s Task 3 time-on-task value was missing.

•

Seven of the recording files (one Task 1 DM participant, three Task 2 DM
participants, one Task 2 Text participant, and two Task 3 DM participants) were
corrupt; we were unable to view them directly. In consultation with technicians
at TechSmith Corp., we developed an algorithm to accurately estimate the
durations of these corrupt recordings based on their file sizes. We used these
estimated durations as time-on-task values in these seven cases.

•

We needed to drop the task 3 data of three DM participants, since they failed to
switch to the text-only interface.

Figure 3 plots each condition’s accuracy and task time means on a task-by-task basis;
Figure 4 presents box plots of these same data. While the boxplots indicate a substantial
amount of variance in the data—a hallmark of novice performance—these plots suggest
that the DM condition constructed more accurate programs in all three tasks, with the
biggest accuracy difference occurring in the initial task. Similarly, in all three tasks, the
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(b) Plot of time-on-task

(a) Plot of accuracy

Figure 3. Mean Accuracy and Time on Task Plots by Task

(a) Box plot of accuracy

(b) Box plot of time-on-task

Figure 4. Mean Accuracy and Time on Task Plots by Task

DM condition took less time than the Text condition, with the biggest difference
occurring in the second task.
To get an overall indication of whether a statistically significant difference existed
between the conditions with respect to accuracy and time-on-task across all three tasks,
we ran a repeated measures analysis of variance (ANOVA) model with condition (Text
vs. DM) and task number (1, 2, 3) as the main effects. The interaction between condition
and task number, along with the subject effect within the conditions, was accounted for
by the statistical model. Table II presents the results of the ANOVA for accuracy and
time-on-task. As predicted by H1, the overall effect of condition on both accuracy and
time-on-task was significant, with the DM condition completing the three tasks in
significantly less time than the Text condition (least square means: DM—17.16 min;
Text—23.07 min), but scoring significantly higher (least square means: DM—6.66 out
of 8; Text—5.24 out of 8).
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Table II. ANOVA Results for Accuracy and Time-On-Task

Source of variation
Accuracy
Condition (DM, Text)
Task # (1, 2, 3)
Condition × task #
Subject (condition)
Time-On-Task
Condition (DM, Text)
Task # (1, 2, 3)
Condition × Task #
Subject (condition)

DF

F-value

p-value

1
2
2
32

5.69
8.77
1.48
5.93

0.023
< 0.0001
0.236
< 0.0001

1
2
2
32

6.30
10.07
0.86
3.16

0.017
< 0.0001
0.428
< 0.0001

In addition, we can see from the tables that there were significant effects due to both
task number and subject. The task number effect can be seen as a practice effect;
participants improved because they gained practice from task to task. The strong subject
effect was also to be expected, given the large amount of variance typically seen in
novice performance.
We next wanted to see to what extent differences existed between the conditions in
the three individual tasks. To that end, we ran one-tailed independent sample t-tests with
Wilks-Satterwhait correction (because we did not want to assume equal variances). The
results, presented in Table III, reinforce the general repeated-measure ANOVA results.
Task 1 accuracy and time-on-task differences were significant at the 95% confidence
interval, indicating that the DM interface was significantly easier to learn.

This

difference held up reasonably well in the second task, with the accuracy difference
trending toward significance at the 95% confidence interval, and the time-on-task
difference remaining significant at the 95% confidence interval. Finally, for the third
task, in which the DM participants switched to the text interface, our results suggest a
positive but non-significant trend, with the p-value of the accuracy difference rising to
0.089, and the p-value of the time-on-task difference rising to 0.068.
Given the treatment differences in task-by-task performance, we wanted to determine
where those differences lay vis-à-vis the eight individual semantic components of each
task. Table IV presents a component-by-component comparison of the two conditions’
Table III. DM vs. Text t-test Results by Task

Task #
1
2
3

Dependent Measure
Accuracy
Time-On-Task
Accuracy
Time-On-Task
Accuracy
Time-On-Task
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DF
30
23
31
30
28
27

T-value
2.85
2.01
1.65
2.89
1.38
1.54

p-value
0.004
0.028
0.055
0.004
0.089
0.068

Table IV. Task Accuracy on a Component-by-Component Basis
Component
1.Create
array

Cond.
DM

M
1.0

Text

1.0

Task 1
SD
p-val
—
—
—

M
1.0

Task 2
SD
—

1.0

—

1.0

—

1.0

—

0.9

0.24

0.9
0.8

0.33
0.44

0.6

0.51

0.8

0.44

0.6
0.8

0.51
0.39

0.6

0.51

0.8

0.39

0.6

0.51

DM

0.9

0.24

Text

1.0

—

DM

0.9

0.24

Text
DM

0.8
0.8

0.39
0.44

Text

0.4

0.51

DM

0.8

0.44

Text
DM

0.3
0.7

0.47
0.47

Text

0.2

0.44

7. Correct
assignment

DM

0.6

0.49

Text

0.2

0.44

8. Correct
result

DM

0.5

0.51

Text

0.2

0.44

2. Populate
array
3. Create
array index
4. Array
index visits
each cell
5. Loop
terminates
6. Correct
comparison

0.324
0.294

0.039

0.007
0.007
0.017
0.157

0.8

0.44

0.5

0.51

p-val
—
—
0.551

0.279

0.138
0.138
0.138
0.157

M
1.0

Task 3
SD
—

1.0

—

1.0

—

1.0

—

1.0

—

0.9
0.6

0.33
0.49

0.5

0.51

0.7

0.47

0.6
0.8

0.51
0.39

0.6

0.51

0.8

0.39

0.6

0.51

0.8

0.44

0.5

0.51

p-val
—

—
1.00

0.492

0.480
0.138
0.138
0.157

accuracy in each task. Because these data were not normally distributed, we used nonparametric Kruskal-Wallis tests to check for statistically significant differences.
As Table IV indicates, participants in both conditions were nearly equally matched
with respect to performance on the variable, array, and array index creation components
(components 0-3). However, differences in performance emerged in components 4
through 7, which address the formulation of loops, conditionals, and assignments. In Task
1, in fact, the differences in components 4 through 7 were strong enough to reach
statistical significance. Given that our new DM interface was designed specifically to
ease those programming tasks, this result would appear to validate the appropriateness of
direct manipulation as an interface technique for novices first learning to program.
Finally, in order to test H2, our hypothesis regarding transfer of training, we first
performed a paired sample t-test to compare the DM participants’ Task 2 performance
against their Task 3 performance. The two-tailed t-tests found no significant differences
between participants’ task 2 and 3 accuracy (df = 13, T = -0.27, p = 0.79) or time-on-task
(df = 12, T = -0.65, p = 0.53), providing evidence that a transfer of training took place.
On the premise that complete transfer takes place when one interface can be replaced
with the other with no loss of time or accuracy, one can use the following formula,
adapted from Singley and Anderson [1989], as a means of measuring degree of transfer:
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degree of transfer

=

performancetext interface
—————————————

performanceDM interface

Complete transfer would take place with a degree of transfer value of 1.0, with values
between 0.0 and 0.99 indicating incomplete transfer, and values above 1.0 indicating
“super transfer.” Note that, in order for these interpretations to hold, one must invert the
ratio in the case of time-on-task. This is because low time-on-task values are seen as
good, which means that “super transfer” would occur when task times with the text
interface fall below task times with the DM interface.
Applying this formula to the Task 2 and 3 data of our DM participants, we obtain
mean degree of transfer values of 1.03 (sd = 0.18) with respect to task accuracy, and 0.91
(sd = 0.59) with respect to time-on task. Thus, in the case of accuracy, more than
complete transfer was achieved; participants actually performed more accurately in Task
3 than in Task 2, an observation reflected in the plot of Figure 3(a). In the case of timeon-task, participants’ performances approached complete transfer, with a mean drop-off
in efficiency of less than 10 percent.
4.6 Discussion
Our results appear to provide empirical support for both of our hypotheses. Not only did
the new DM interface significantly improve programming speed and accuracy, as
compared to the text-only interface, but it promoted a positive transfer-of-training effect,
enabling the DM participants to outperform the Text participants in the final task, with
respect to both time and accuracy. Even though they were not found to be significant at
the 95 percent confidence interval, we find the time and accuracy differences between the
DM and Text conditions in Task 3 to be especially notable, given that participants in the
DM condition did not receive training in the text-only interface prior to performing Task
3 with that interface. The question, then, is why? What is it about the DM interface that
would produce these results?
We find two theoretical orientations helpful in explaining our predicted results. With
respect to H1, which correctly predicted that the DM interface would support faster, more
accurate programming, we believe that cognitive load theory (see, e.g., [van Merrienboer
and Sweller 2005]) provides a plausible explanation: namely, that the new DM interface
constrains the complexity of programming, thus reducing the intrinsic cognitive load of
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the programming task. Note that the same conclusion might also be reached by the idea
of directness [Hutchins et al. 1985], which would predict that our new DM interface
reduces the “information processing distance” between a novice’s programming goals
and the interface mechanisms provided to accomplish those goals.
With respect to H2, which predicted a transfer-of-training effect, we believe that dual
coding theory (see, e.g., [Paivio 1983]) provides a possible causal explanation. Dualcoding theory posits that (a) pictures and words are encoded in different ways in memory;
(b) referential connections can be built between each encoding of a given concept, and (c)
a concept that is dually coded and has referential connections can be remembered more
easily. Because the new DM interface makes continuously visible the textual commands
to which direct manipulation actions give rise, we speculate that users of the new DM
interface built referential connections between pictorial representations (as manifested in
the Animation Window) and textual representations (as manifested in the Script Window)
of

their programming plans. According to dual coding theory, this should lead to

improved recall of the commands, and hence the positive transfer-of-training effect we
observed.
5. POST-HOC VIDEO ANALYSIS
Recall that the second research question we posed for this research concerned the
programming processes promoted by the DM and text-only programming interfaces:
RQ2: How might the programming processes promoted by such a direct
manipulation interface differ from those promoted by a conventional
textual programming interface?
In order to address this question and obtain further insight into the results presented in the
previous section, we conducted a detailed post-hoc video analysis of participants’ task
sessions. This analysis was guided by the following four research questions, which can be
seen as more detailed refinements of RQ2:
RQ2.1: To what extent do participants spend their time focused on productive
programming activities in the DM vs. the text-only version of the interface?
RQ2.2: To what extent do participants validate their code’s semantic correctness in the
DM vs. the text-only version of the interface?
RQ2.3: To what extent do participants consult help materials in the DM vs. the text-only
version of the interface?
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RQ2.4: Are there any overall patterns of programming behavior? Do they differ between
the DM and text-only versions of the interface?

We regard RQ2.1 as a “bottom line” question regarding the relative productiveness of
participants’ programming processes with each interface. RQ2.2 and RQ2.3 consider
whether the alternative interfaces give rise to alternative activities that might be
considered instrumental to success (validating one’s code for correctness), or indicative
of struggle or frustration (consulting help materials). Finally RQ2.4 aims to capture the
big picture: Are there any notable patterns or qualitative differences in programming
behavior between the two conditions?
Below, we describe the methodology we employed to address these questions. After
that, present the key results of our analysis, and discuss their implications vis-à-vis our
research questions.
5.1 Method
In order to investigate and compare the programming processes of the two treatments,
we employed semantic components analysis, a methodology for studying novice
programming behavior developed in our prior work [Hundhausen et al. 2006]. The idea
behind the methodology, which is an adaptation of sequential analysis [Bakeman and
Gottman 1996], is to classify programmers’ moment-to-moment behaviors with respect
to a model solution to the programming problem they are trying to solve. In addition to
providing an overall qualitative feel for the temporal evolution of a programmer’s code
solution, the methodology facilitates quantitative post-hoc comparisons of the time
participants direct toward valid and invalid solution components, code validation, help
consultation, and other behavioral categories of interest to the researcher.
Because it requires careful review of participants’ moment-to-moment behaviors,
semantic components analysis, like any video analysis technique, proves to be time
intensive: One hour of video requires roughly 2.5 hours of analysis. Therefore, we limited
the sample considered by our post-hoc video analysis to just the Task 1 and Task 3
sessions; Task 2 sessions were not considered. Because it included initial programming
behavior (Task 1), and transitional programming behavior of DM participants when they
switched to the text-only interface (Task 3), we felt that this limited sample would
provide a sufficient basis for addressing our research questions.
The semantic components analysis methodology entails five general steps: (1)
creating a coding system based on model code solutions; (2) making the recordings; (3)
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coding the recordings; (4) performing quantitative analysis; (5) performing qualitative
analysis. Below, we describe how we performed the first three of these steps, which
placed us in a position to perform the quantitative and qualitative analyses (steps 4 and 5)
presented in Section 5.2.
5.1.1 Creating Coding System Based on Model Solutions. The first step in the
methodology is to develop the coding system to be used as a basis for classifying
participants’ moment-to-moment task behavior. To do this, one first constructs a model
solution to the problems that participants are solving within study tasks. We already did
this in Section 4, where we presented a model solution consisting of eight general
semantic components that could be used to score solutions to all three tasks. In our posthoc video analysis, we used that model solution as a basis for creating our coding
categories, with two exceptions:
•

Component 8 (“solution produces correct result”) was used to distinguish
solutions that were actually correct from solutions that had all of the correct
components combined with other code that prevented them from working
correctly. Since our video analysis was concerned with moment-to-moment
behavior, and not post-hoc properties of a solution, it was not feasible to include
this component as a basis for classifying participants’ task behavior.

•

Although we argue that all three tasks were isomorphic, it turned out that two of
the three tasks (Count Instances and Find Max) needed a storage variable to
keep track of the solution. Creating this storage variable, while not explicitly
part of the model solution we used to score participants’ solutions, constituted a
valid coding activity. We therefore created a semantic component 0 to classify
behavior directed toward the creation of a storage variable.

Thus, in order to address RQ2.1, we defined eight valid semantic components (0
through 7) to classify participants’ coding activities directed toward valid components of
the model solution. This is the kind of coding activity that one would normally consider
to be “productive,” because it contributes to a correct solution.
In addition to classifying behavior directed toward each of the valid components of
our slightly-modified model solution, we defined the following additional coding
categories to capture other significant behaviors relevant to our research questions:
•

Editing invalid components—Behaviors directed toward editing code that cannot
be identified as one of the eight valid components we defined. This is the kind of
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coding activity that one would normally consider to be “unproductive,” because
it does not directly lead to pieces of a correct solution (although it could lead to
insights that ultimately place one on the correct path).
•

Validating code—Behaviors directed toward executing code that has already
been written.

•

Consulting help—Behaviors directed toward consulting the on-line reference
guide available to participants.

•

Other—The catch-all category that identified behaviors not coded into the other
categories. Such behavior is marked by inactivity; the participant does not
appear to be doing anything productive. Note that we did not explicitly code
video segments into this category; rather, all video segments that did not receive
an explicit code automatically fell into this category.

Based on the definitions just presented, Table V summarizes the codes in the coding
system we defined for our analysis. It is important to note that the definitions we provide
here are intended to give a feel for the distinctions made by our coding system; they are
less precise and more concise than the actual definitions we used, which were developed
over several months of collaboratively reviewing the video recordings, and which are
described in greater detail in our coding manual [Hundhausen et al. 2007].
5.1.2 Making the Recordings. The next step in the methodology is to create video
recordings of participants’ programming sessions. As mentioned in Section 4.3,
participants completed the study in groups of 10 to 12. Participants’ computers were
equipped with Morae® Recorder ver. 1.3 [Techsmith Corp. 2007], which captured
lossless recordings of participants’ computer screens as they worked.
Since participants worked in a laboratory setting with multiple computers, they were
asked to work in silence, and audio was not recorded. We note that this was not, in our
view, an ideal state of affairs.

We believe that our video analysis of participants’

activities would have been easier and more reliable if we had instructed participants to
think aloud, and then considered participants’ verbalizations of what they were doing in
our analysis (as in, e.g., [Ormerod and Ball 1993]).
5.1.3 Coding the Recordings. With a coding system and video recordings in hand, the
third step in the methodology is to classify behaviors observed in the recordings
according to the established coding system. Given that we limited our sample to only the
Task 1 and Task 3 recordings, we potentially had 65 recordings (34 Task 1, 31 Task 2) to
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Table V. Summary of Video Coding System
CODE NAME
Valid Component Start
Valid Component End
Valid Component
Incomplete

DESCRIPTION
The time at which the participant performs the first editing operation
directed towards the creation/modification of a statement that, in the
participant’s final solution, is a valid semantic component.
The time at which the participant performs the last editing operation directed
towards the creation/modification of a valid semantic component.
The time at which the participant performs the last editing operation directed
towards the creation and/or modification of an incomplete but valid semantic
component

Invalid Component
Start

The time at which the participant performs the first editing operation of an
editing episode directed towards the creation of a semantic component that
cannot be recognized as a valid semantic component.

Invalid to Valid
Component Start

The time at which the participant performs the first editing operation of an
editing episode in which an invalid semantic component is changed into a
valid semantic component.
The time at which the participant performs the final editing operation of an
editing episode directed towards the creation and/or modification of an
invalid semantic component.
The time at which the participant performs an editing operation that results
in the deletion of a semantic component that cannot be recognized as a valid
semantic component.
The time at which the participant switches to the on-line help manual
The time at which the participant switches back to the ALVIS LIVE!
environment.
The time at which the participant initiates the execution of at least three lines
of code, with no more than a five second delay on any one line.
The time at which code execution stops.

Invalid Component
End
Invalid Component
Delete
Help Start
Help End
Validation Start
Validation End

code. However, as discussed in Section 4.5, five of the Task 1 and 3 recordings were
missing or corrupt, and could not be used in our analysis. Moreover, we lost two
additional Task 1 video recordings. As a result, the sample on which we performed the
video analysis was smaller than the sample on which we performed the analysis
presented in Section 4. In particular, we were able to code the video recordings of 31 of
the 34 Task 1 participants, and 27 of the 31 Task 3 participants. These 58 videos, which
totaled 20.86 hours of footage (12.93 hours for Task 1, 7.93 hours for Task 3), formed the
focus of our coding efforts.
To assess the reliability of our coding scheme, we had three independent analysts
trained in the coding system code a randomly-selected 20 percent sample of the videos.
They achieved an overall agreement of 94.9 percent, and a Kappa statistic value of 0.934
(the Kappa statistic accounts for chance agreement; see [Shrout and Fleiss 1979]).
Having established that our coding system was reliable, we had the three analysts share in
the coding of the remaining videos.
5.2 Results
Following the semantic components analysis methodology, we present the results of both
a quantitative and qualitative analysis of our video coding data. Table VI sets the stage
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for these analyses by presenting the accuracy and time-on-task results of the subset of
participants whose video data we consider in these analyses side-by-side with the
accuracy and time-on-task results of our original sample (see Table III). As seen in this
table, in our smaller video analysis sample, statistically reliable differences existed
between the two conditions with respect to both measures in Task 1. These results mirror
those obtained in Section 4. However, in contrast to those results, we found a
statistically-reliable difference in our video analysis sample with respect to Task 3
accuracy. Thus, while our video sample p-values for all measures were certainly in the
ballpark of those obtained for the original sample, one must clearly exercise caution when
generalizing our video analysis results to our entire sample.
5.2.1 Quantitative Analysis of How Participants Spent Their Time. Figure 5 and
Figure 6 present, for each of the two tasks considered in our analysis, mean percentages
of DM and Text participants’ behaviors coded into each coding category (standard
deviations are in parentheses). Inspection of these graphs suggests notable differences,
especially in Task 1.
To explore these differences further, we employed non-parametric Kruskal-Wallis
tests, since Shapiro-Wilk tests determined that these percentage data were not normally
distributed. Table VII presents the results of Kruskal-Wallis comparisons of the two
conditions’ Task 1 and 3 activities on a category-by-category basis. In this table, bolded
p-values indicate statistically significant differences between the two conditions in a
given category.
These results show statistically reliable differences between the two conditions with
respect to every activity category except “edit valid components.” By combining “edit
valid components” with “edit invalid components” into a single “edit components
category,” we find that the DM participants spent a significantly smaller proportion of
their time editing code (df = 1, H = 9.02, p = 0.003). This indicates that the DM interface
promoted more efficient programming: DM participants spent significantly smaller
proportions of their time not only editing their programs, but also—perhaps more
significantly—creating and fixing mistakes.
Table VI. DM vs. Text Time and Accuracy t-test Comparisons in Original Sample vs. Video Analysis Sample

Task
1
3

Dependent Measure
Accuracy
Time-On-Task
Accuracy
Time-On-Task

DF
30
23
28
27

Original Sample
T-value p-value
2.85
0.004
2.01
0.028
1.38
0.089
1.54
0.068
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Video Analysis Sample
DF
T-value p-value
26
2.38
0.013
22
1.72
0.049
24
1.73
0.048
24
1.19
0.122

Edit Valid
Components

Edit Invalid
Validate Code Consult Help
Components

Other

DM 5.7% (5.5%)

23.7% (9.5%) 10.3% (7.1%)

1.8% (3.5%) 58.6% (10.4%)

Text 7.9% (5.8%)

37.7% (17.9%) 5.4% (6.8%)

8.2% (10.3%) 40.7% (12.5%)

Programming Activity Category
Figure 5. Breakdown of Task 1 Programming Activities by Condition (Standard Deviations in Parentheses)

Edit Valid
Components

Edit Invalid
Validate Code Consult Help
Components

Other

DM 23.3% (12.7%) 24.0% (15.7%) 9.8% (6.7%) 15.1% (15.4%) 27.9% (7.3%)
Text 16.1% (15.5%) 25.9% (14.8%) 10.0% (9.3%) 10.0% (9.0%) 38.1% (9.5%)
Programming Activity Category
Figure 6. Breakdown of Task 3 Programming Activities by Condition (Standard Deviations in Parentheses)

Table VII. Kruskal-Wallis Comparisons of DM vs. Text Behavior in Task 1 and Task 3
Coding Category
Edit Valid Components
Edit Invalid Components
Validate Code
Consult Help
Other

DF
1
1
1
1
1

Task 1
H-value
1.70
6.20
4.23
3.96
12.10
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p-value
0.1921
0.0128
0.0398
0.0467
0.0005

DF
1
1
1
1
1

Task 3
H-value
4.09
0.41
0.09
0.48
6.58

p-value
0.0431
0.5212
0.7671
0.4873
0.0103

Given that DM participants spent a significantly smaller proportion of their time
editing invalid components, one might wonder how this difference came about. Did DM
participants generate fewer invalid components, or did they spend less time on average on
the semantic components that were generated? It turns out that the DM participants
actually generated slightly more invalid components on average—21.1 (sd = 13.5) vs.
17.9 (sd = 8.1). However, DM participants spent only half as much time on each invalid
component than Text participants—16.59 sec. (sd = 6.28) vs. 37.09 (sd = 18.2).
According to a Kruskal-Wallis test, this difference is highly significant (df = 1, H =
16.26, p < 0.0001).
Given that DM participants were significantly more accurate in Task 1, one might ask
whether DM participants were more successful than Text participants in deleting or
fixing the invalid components that they did generate. DM participants, on average,
deleted a greater percentage of invalid components: 82.95% (sd = 19.04%) vs. 66.52%
(sd = 20.68%). This difference is statistically significant (df = 1, H = 4.58, p = 0.0324).
However, the Text group, on average, fixed a greater number of the invalid components
that they generated—8.20% (sd = 10.98) vs. 0.28% (sd = 1.14). This difference is also
statistically significant (df = 1, H = 10.48, p = 0.0012).
Shifting to the Task 3 results, we see greater similarities in the task behavior of the
participants in the two conditions. Only one significant categorical difference, not present
in Task 1, emerged: the DM participants spent a significantly higher percentage of their
time editing valid components. That the DM participants spent a higher percentage of
their time editing valid components may help explain their statistically-significant
accuracy advantage in our video analysis sample. Indeed, given that there were no
significant differences with respect to either time-on-task or time spent editing invalid
components, the DM participants would have needed to spend more of their time on valid
components in order to achieve such an accuracy advantage.
We conclude our quantitative analysis of the video data by exploring how
participants’ behavior changed from Task 1 to Task 3. Table VIII presents the statistical
reliability of within-subjects differences in the DM and Text conditions’ performance and
behavior across the two tasks; statistically significant differences are bolded. We used
paired-sample t-tests on our performance data. However, since our behavior data did not
meet assumptions of normality, we used non-parametric Wilcoxon paired-sample tests
for task behavior comparisons.
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Table VIII. Paired Sample Statistical Comparisons of Task 1 vs. Task 3 Performance and Behavior of Video
Analysis Sample by Condition*
Performance Measure
Accuracy
Time on Task

DF
10
10

DM
T-value
1.66
1.52

p-value
0.0637
0.0793

DF
13
13

Text
T-value
3.07
3.77

p-value
0.0045
0.0012

Behavior Category
DF W-stat
p-value
DF
W-stat
p-value
—
22.0
0.0580
Edit Valid Comp.
—
0.0
0.0010
Edit Invalid Comp.
—
35.0
0.8984
—
90.0
0.0166
—
3.0
Validate Code
—
43.0
0.4131
0.0024
—
37.0
0.9097
Consult Help
—
1.0
0.0078
Other
—
66.0
—
63.0
0.5416
0.0010
*Parametric paired-sample one-tailed t-tests were used to compare performance across tasks,
whereas non-parametric paired-sample Wilcoxon tests were used to compare behavior across
tasks

As Table VIII indicates, the Text participants in our video sample benefited from a
learning effect from Task 1 to Task 3, with statistically reliable differences in both
accuracy and time on task. Three process differences appear to have contributed to their
higher performance in Task 3: a higher percentage of time spent editing valid
components; a higher percentage of time spent validating code; and a lower percentage of
time spent editing invalid components.
In contrast, DM participants in our video sample did not benefit from such a strong
learning effect, with differences in accuracy and time on task trending toward, but failing
to reach, statistical significance. Clearly, the fact that DM participants switched to the
text-only interface in Task 3 played a leading role in the diminished learning effect. In
DM participants’ switch from the DM to the Text interface, three significant process
differences stand out: (a) a significant drop in the proportion of inactivity (the “other”
category); (b) a significant increase in the proportion of time dedicated to editing valid
components; and (c) a significant increase in the proportion of time dedicated to
consulting the SALSA Reference Guide.
5.2.2 Qualitative Analysis. Our video analysis methodology enables us to generate
timeline visualizations of participants’ moment-by-moment programming activities. We
now use these visualizations as a basis for a qualitative exploration of patterns of
programming behavior. Because we are interested in exploring how patterns differ by
interface, we limit the scope of this analysis to Task 1.
Figure 7 presents a timeline visualization of the Task 1 behavior of E25M11—the
fastest, most accurate Text participant. In this and the other timeline visualizations we
explore below, the x-axis depicts the time, in minutes, of the participant’s session. The y27
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Figure 7. Timeline Visualization of the Highest-Performing Text Participant’s Task 1 Behavior (E25M11)

axis divides the novice’s programming activities into four key categories: (a) episodes
that focus on one of eight valid semantic components (depicted as red bars for invalid
components that evolved into valid components, and green bars for valid components);
(b) episodes focused on semantically-invalid components (depicted as red bars); (c)
episodes in which code is explicitly validated for correctness (depicted as blue bars); and
(d) episodes in which the SALSA Quick Reference Guide is consulted (depicted as gray
bars). The length of each bar denotes the duration of the corresponding activity; spaces
between bars represent periods of inactivity (coded as “other” in our coding system).
Three features of E25M11’s session, visually evident in Figure 7, typify the behavior
of the four Text participants who achieved perfect accuracy. First, E25M11 relied heavily
upon the SALSA Quick Reference Guide, which he consulted frequently throughout the
task session. Second, like most Text participants, E25M11 programmed the first three
semantic components relatively quickly and easily at the beginning of the session, and
then made several missteps (the red bars between minutes 4 and 8). Unlike unsuccessful
participants, however, E25M11’s missteps, coupled with his persistent consultation of the
help materials, ultimately led to a correct solution. Finally, notice how little E25M11
executed his code in order to verify its correctness: we see just one validation episode
near the end of the session. As we saw in the previous section, Text participants spent a
significantly smaller proportion of their time performing validation in Task 1. However,
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among those 10 participants (6 DM, 4 Text) who achieved perfect accuracy in Task 1, we
find little difference between DM and Text participants, both of whom dedicated roughly
15 percent of their task time to code validation. In this regard, E25M11 was unusual,
dedicating less than one percent of his time to code validation.
Contrast Figure 7 with Figure 8, which depicts the Task 1 behavior of the fastest,
most accurate DM participant—DM2508. Three features of DM2508’s task behavior are
consistent with the behavior of the six DM participants who achieved perfect accuracy.
First, notice that DM 2508 did not consult the help materials even once. This suggests
that the DM interface itself provided sufficient resources to complete the task. Second,
DM2508 made only two missteps, both of which occurred early on and amounted to just
under 11 percent of his total task time. While DM2508’s percentage of time dedicated to
invalid components was unusually low (the average for the top six DM performers was
24%), it is suggestive of the lower degree of “flailing” evident in the DM sessions.
Finally, notice the sequence of validation episodes near the end of the task session—a
hallmark of high performers in the DM session, who typically spent the tail ends of their
sessions executing their code to ensure that their final solutions worked properly.
Finally, Figure 9 and Figure 10 provide a feel for the Task 1 sessions of E2M514 and
D2M511—two low accuracy, high time-on-task participants in the Text and DM
conditions. Like all participants, these participants created the array, populated the array,
and created the array index in short order near the start of the task. However, as was
typical of lower-performing participants, these participants spent much of the rest of their
time in a repetitive cycle of creating and deleting invalid components.
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Figure 8. Timeline Visualization of the Highest Performing DM Participant’s Task 1 Behavior (DM2508)
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Figure 9. Timeline Visualization of a low-performing Text Participant’s Task 1 Behavior (E2M514)
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Figure 10. Timeline Visualization of a low-performing DM Participant’s Task 1 Behavior (D2M511)

Juxtaposition of the sessions of E2M514 and D2M511 provides insight into the
differing resources enlisted by participants who struggled with each interface. As
illustrated in Figure 9, participants who struggled with the text-only interface typically
coped in one of two ways: by either (a) typing in a lot of commands, most of which were
typically syntactically incorrect and hence did not provide access to helpful semantic
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feedback, or (b) frequently consulting the on-line reference guide. In contrast,
participants who struggled with the DM interface were more successful at generating
syntactically-correct code, even if it was not semantically correct. As a result, DM
participants tended to lean more heavily on code execution, rather than command
generation and help consultation, as a resource for making progress in the task.
5.3 Discussion
Based on the video analyses just presented, we can now provide concise answers to the
four specific research questions posed for the analysis.
RQ2.1: To what extent do participants spend their time focused on productive
programming activities in the DM vs. the text-only version of the interface?

The quantitative results for Task 1 showed that, while both interfaces promoted nearly
equal proportions of valid component editing time, the DM interface promoted a
significantly smaller proportion of invalid component editing time. Further exploration of
this difference revealed that, while DM participants actually generated slightly more
invalid semantic components on average, they spent significantly less time on each
invalid component that they did generate (16.6 vs. 37.1 sec). Thus, whereas Text
participants spent substantial amounts of time generating and tweaking invalid semantic
components (8.2 percent of which ultimately evolved into valid components), DM
participants tended to quickly delete the invalid components that they created.
RQ2.2: To what extent do participants validate their code’s semantic correctness in the
DM vs. the text-only version of the interface?

The DM interface promoted a significantly higher percentage of code validation. This
appeared to be the case because the DM interface better enabled DM participants to
generate syntactically-correct code. Such code could actually be executed, thus enabling
DM participants to obtain visual semantic feedback. In contrast, Text participants often
struggled so much to generate syntactically-correct code that they were unable to execute
their code, thus preventing them from receiving visual semantic feedback.
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RQ2.3: To what extent do participants consult help materials in the DM vs. the text-only
version of the interface?

Participants who used the DM interface consulted help significantly less than
participants who used the text-only interface. We believe this was the case because the
DM interface did a better job of preventing errors, constraining programming choices,
and disguising the syntactic details of the programming language—all of which are
widely touted advantages of direct manipulation (see, e.g., [Shneiderman 1983]).
However, it appears that the syntactic details of the language were not completely
disguised. Indeed, the positive transfer of training effect observed in our study suggests
that the DM interface enabled participants to pick up the syntax of the language without
explicitly studying it through the help guide. As our results showed, DM participants
were ultimately able to program with the Text interface at the same level of proficiency at
which they programmed with the DM interface, albeit with a different programming
process that included more frequent help consultation. Thus, our study provides empirical
evidence that a well-designed direct manipulation programming interface can support
learning-by-doing, and at the same time reduce, but perhaps not eliminate, the need for a
language reference guide.
RQ2.4: Are there any overall patterns of programming behavior? Do they differ between
the DM and text-only versions of the interface?

Overall, we found that DM participants relied more heavily on executing their code
than Text participants, who leaned more heavily on the language reference guide. In the
DM condition, a common pattern was a tight edit-execute cycle in which participants
followed bursts of editing with bursts of execution to validate the semantic correctness of
their code. In contrast, we observed much more floundering in the Text condition, in
which a common pattern was a tight edit-help cycle in which participants alternated
between editing invalid components and consulting the help materials.
In sum, based on the characterization of participants’ coding processes that emerged
from our video analyses, we speculate that the reason for the significant outcome
differences observed in our study had to do with the superior constraints provided by the
DM interface. While participants in both the DM and Text conditions were generally
successful at creating the necessary program variables and array (components 1-3), the
creation of the loop, conditional, and assignment components of the solution task
(components 4-7) proved substantially more difficult. While it did not always lead
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immediately to correct solution components, the DM interface for constructing loops,
conditionals, and assignment statements was able to lead participants to syntacticallycorrect code. From there, the contextual visual semantic feedback provided by ALVIS
LIVE! often proved powerful enough to enable DM participants to home in on correct
solutions.
6. SUMMARY AND FUTURE WORK
A substantial amount of research has focused on developing novice programming
environments that lower the barriers to programming by supporting alternative
programming techniques such as direct manipulation and demonstration. Such techniques
have been shown to hold promise in making programming easier to learn; however, little
empirical research has explored whether such techniques actually promote a positive
transfer-of-training effect to textual programming—an effect that would be especially
useful for computer science students, who will ultimately program in text-based
environments.
To address this issue, we have presented a new direct manipulation interface to our
ALVIS LIVE! software, along with an experimental study that furnishes evidence that a
direct manipulation programming interface has the potential to (a) lower the initial
barriers to programming, (b) promote a positive transfer-of-training to textual
programming, and (c) encourage more productive programming processes with less
reliance on on-line help, and more reliance on code execution and semantic feedback. In
providing evidence that direct manipulation can provide a “way in” to textual
programming, our study provides important extensions to prior studies that validated the
benefits of direct manipulation, but failed to explore either a transfer-of-training effect or
the possible impact of direct manipulation on programming processes.
In future research, we plan to pursue two complementary directions. First, while our
study indicated that our new DM interface was an improvement over a text-only
interface, it also shed light on at least three aspects of our DM interface that can be
improved in future work:
1. Lower the viscosity. In our video analysis of DM participants’ task sessions, we
found that the DM interface actually made it difficult for users to edit existing lines
of code; DM participants instead edited lines by deleting them and then regenerating
modified versions. According to cognitive dimensions framework of Green and
Petre [1996], our DM interface can be said to have high viscosity: it is resistant to
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local changes. In contrast, the text interface had low viscosity, since it made it easy
to alter the individual characters and words of a given command. As a result, a more
common editing strategy with the text-only interface was to tweak a command until
it is correct. We speculate that increasing the viscosity of the DM interface to a level
that approaches that of the text-only interface would improve its usability, since
users would then be able to leverage work that they had already done, rather than
having to start over. In future work, we would like to explore mechanisms whereby a
user can access and modify chunks of existing code via direct manipulation. This
could be as easy as (a) allowing users to double-click on lines of code in the text
editor, (b) recognizing the code chunk to which the line belongs, and (c) bringing up
a modification dialog box that allows the user to inspect and change properties of the
code chunk via dialog box fill-in and direct manipulation.
2.

Improve constraints. When defining a loop in our new DM interface, a user can
freely drag an array index anywhere in the Animation Window, even though the
index must ultimately land in an array cell in order to be valid. In this situation, the
fact that the user‘s gesture is unconstrained can lead not only to temporary confusion
on the user’s part over what to do next, but also to gestures with ambiguous
semantics. We believe that imposing additional gestural constraints throughout our
DM interface would greatly improve the learnability and usability of the interface.
Indeed, as Mudugno et al. [1997] learned in their development of a demonstrational
interface with much in common with ALIVS LIVE!, “seemingly small details of the
system can greatly alter the system’s effectiveness” (p. 278).

3. Highlight correspondence between text and visualization. A key feature of the
ALVIS LIVE! interface is the visual semantic feedback it provides in the form of a
dynamic visualization of the code. In the present interface, the relationship between
the code and the visualization is only implicit. Our assumption, as designers, is that
users will automatically “get” that relationship. However, as Stasko et al. [1991]
learned in their early studies of algorithm animation, in order for a user to benefit
from an algorithm visualization, the user must understand the mapping from the code
to the graphics. Clearly, the success of the ALVIS LIVE! interface hinges on its
users’ ability to understand the correspondence between the code and the
visualization. In ongoing work, we are developing a correspondence highlighting
scheme that attempts to make the relationship between the code and the visualization
explicit. When the user selects a line of code, the corresponding representation(s) in
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the animation window highlight. Conversely, when the user selects an object in the
animation window, the corresponding line(s) of code in the code editor highlight. In
an upcoming study, we will experimentally compare an interface with our new
correspondence highlighting scheme against the old interface.
In a second line of future work, we would like to strengthen and expand upon the
empirical case that direct manipulation programming interfaces can promote positive
transfer-of-training to textual programming. To that end, we plan to build a new version
of ALVIS LIVE! that supports both (a) a greatly-expanded programming domain that
includes procedures and linked structures, and (b) an easy means of plugging in
alternative textual language modules (for, e.g., C and Java), and alternative direct
manipulation programming tools appropriate for those alternative languages. In addition
to allowing us to explore the design space of direct manipulation-to-textual language
mappings, this expanded version of ALVIS LIVE! will form the foundation for a series of
new experimental studies that test hypotheses concerning the transferability of
programming skills from the direct manipulation to the textual programming domain.
Key variables to be explored include (a) amount of practice, (b) relative crypticness of
the target textual language (e.g., the C language is more cryptic than the SALSA
language explored in our study), and (c) programming problem size. The ultimate goal
will be to better understand the extent to which direct manipulation programming
interfaces can be leveraged as a training tool for computer programming.
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STATEMENT OF RELATIONSHIP OF THIS SUBMISSION TO PRIOR PAPERS
This TOCHI submission is a greatly expanded version of [Hundhausen et al. 2006],
which won the Best Paper Award at the 2006 IEEE Symposium on Visual Languages and
Human-Centric Computing in Brighton, U.K. Given the positive reception of the paper at
that conference, and given the paper’s strong focus on the human-computer interaction
issues surrounding novice computer programming interfaces, we wanted to communicate
our results to the TOCHI audience, who we thought would especially appreciate an
expanded archival version of the research. In particular, while roughly 50 percent of this
submission’s content is drawn directly from our previous conference paper, this
submission significantly extends and clarifies our results in three key ways:
•

We have expanded our review of related work to include past studies of transfer-oftraining within the domain of computer programming.

•

We have performed a more rigorous statistical analysis of our results to solidify the
direct manipulation interface’s ability to promote transfer of training.

•

We have performed an extensive post-hoc video analysis of participants’ task 1 and
task 3 sessions. In [Hundhausen, Brown, Farley and Skarpas 2006], we introduced
the novel analysis technique we employ in this submission: semantic component
analysis. Thus, a secondary benefit of this submission is that it introduces to the
TOCHI audience a novel HCI sequential data analysis technique that can be used in
analyses of computer programming tasks. The primary benefit of our post-hoc video
analysis, however, is that it significantly expands and clarifies our original results in
three ways:
o

by identifying programming process differences promoted by our direct
manipulation interface;

o

by suggesting how such process differences could lead to the significant
performance differences we observed; and

o

by providing timeline visualizations of how representative participants
approached our study tasks; these timeline visualizations contribute
“gestalt” views of participants’ programming activities, helping to shed
further qualitative light on our quantitative results.
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